
When a prospective customer applies for a loan, a new home 
or an apartment, or a credit card, income tax verification is 
essential to assessing their capacity to pay.

Income ViewSM provides  a fast and  
reliable way to verify income, and it 
enables you to compare borrower-
provided information with income tax 
data reported by the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS).

Easy to set up and use, Income  View 
provides verified income data to 
mortgage lenders, resellers, credit 
unions, banks, student lenders, personal 
lending companies, auto finance 
companies and others. 

Income View validates the taxpayer’s 
income and assets against information 
on file at the IRS and includes exclusive 
quality-control features. The Income View 
Report — the most popular service — 
highlights any discrepancies between 
information provided by the applicant 
and what is reported by the IRS, such  
as name, address or filing status of 
the taxpayer. 

Variations between the applicant’s 
Request for Transcript of Tax Return, 
or IRS Form 4506-T, and IRS-provided 
information is noted on the Income View 
Report, so that your staff can easily 
review these items with the taxpayer. 

Information at your fingertips 
The Income View Report provides  
nine of the most often-utilized lines  
of information from the IRS transcript. 
Information is arranged in an easy-to-
read report with the taxpayer’s raw IRS 
transcripts attached. Individual IRS tax 
transcripts are also available.

Features of Income View include:

•	 1040,	W-2,	1099	and	business		 	
 transcripts (see “IRS form reference”  
 for more information)

•	 Easy-to-read	nine-line	PDF	report

•	 24-	to	48-hour	transcript	delivery	 
 to a secure mailbox

•	 E-mail	notification	and	confirmation

•	 Secure	download	of	PDF	transcripts

•	 Electronic	ordering,	tracking	 
 and retrieval

•	 Filing	status,	name	and	 
 address discrepancies

•	 No	rush	fees

Income View provides a fast and easy 
way to compare information on official 
IRS tax transcripts with income data 
on loan and mortgage applications. 
Minimize loan application fraud, and 
realize improved operational efficiency 
with Income View today. 

Validate borrowers’ 
income and  
minimize fraud 

Income ViewSM
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IRS form reference 
•	 1040	—	Personal	Income	 
 Tax Returns. 

•	 1065, 1120 and 1120S — Business  
 Income  Tax Returns 

•	 W-2 — Employer Reported  
	 Financial	Data

•	 1099	—	Payments	made	to	an	 
 individual or company

To find out more about Income View, 
contact your local Experian sales 
representative	or	call	1	888	414	1120.

Income View is provided through an 
alliance	partnership	with	National	
Credit-reporting	System,	Inc.	NCS

About Experian
Experian is the leading global 
information services company, providing 
data and analytical tools to clients in 
more than 65 countries. The company 
helps businesses to manage credit risk, 
prevent fraud, target marketing offers 
and automate decision making. Experian 
also helps individuals to manage their 
credit relationships and protect against 
identity theft. 

Experian plc is listed on the London 
Stock	Exchange	(EXPN)	and	is	a	

constituent	of	the	FTSE	100	index.	
Total revenue for the year ended 
March	31,	2009,	was	$3.9	billion.	
Experian employs approximately 
15,000	people	in	40	countries	and	has	
its	corporate	headquarters	in	Dublin,	
Ireland, with operational headquarters 
in	Nottingham,	UK;	Costa	Mesa,	
California;	and	São	Paulo,	Brazil.		

For	more	information,	visit	http:// 
www.experianplc.com.

About	NCS
National	Credit-reporting	System,	Inc.	
NCS,		is	a	leader	in	the	risk	mitigation	
sector with the distinction of being 
the	first	organization	in	1994	to	offer	
IRS and SSA income and identity 
verification	nationwide.	Since	1987,	NCS	
has offered advanced quality products 
and services to professionals in and 
outside the mortgage industry, with the 
customer service mantra of “beyond  
the expected.SM   ”

NCS	and	its	credit	reporting	affiliate	NCS/
Credit Central, Inc. are headquartered in 
Egg	Harbor	City,	New	Jersey.	For	further	
information	on	NCS	and	the	TRV® 
Alliance	of	150-plus	credit	reporting	
partners,	call	1	800	582	7066	or	visit	 
www.ncstrv.com.


